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The Future of Marketing,
Channels & Optimisation.

—
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CONVERT &MINE

The mission of &Mine’s digital advertising
is to provide ideal and scalable results for brand awareness, 
marketing, lead generation and most importantly sales.

Advertising has changed. 

With IP we’ve developed since the inception of digital 
advertising, we build in leavers to split-test pathways in order 
to perfect campaigns. Piloted by our advertising team who use 
‘best in breed’ conversion rate metrics, coupled with targeted 
traffic generation to continually optimise and lower costs. 
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WE DELIVER TRAFFIC

But only if it’s the right sort of traffic.

We push our IP into every campaign and 
custom design them to engage the right 
type of audience, on the right type of 
landing page and at the right time of day.

We optimise for conversions, not clicks.

Why is this better? 

Traditional and digital media buyers 
typically purchase media in advance and 
let it run. Even when they have more 
control over a campaign, they are rarely 
refining off split-testing to amplify results 
with high enough frequency. We do.

We’ve tested our IP against 
media agencies who buy ‘digital’ 
and have results 10 to 100 times 
better than traditional spends. 

When compared to digital agencies 
we’ve taken over the ‘click buying 
from’, we have a 100% success rate 
on conversion rate improvements.

We are a Google Partner. ... and we have quite a few of these!
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We understand visitors mean 
nothing unless they convert which 
is why we test everything.

The primary objective of any campaign 
are conversions. Converions come in 
many forms; each campaign runs with 
specific landing pages or specific on-
site goals that are tailored with key 
messaging on-brand and on-theme to 
the type of traffic we are engaging with. 

This type of high-level conversion 
rate optimisation increases lead and 
sale rates and can be the difference 
between a good campaign and a 
wildly successful campaign.

How does this fit into 
Brand-Awareness ?

We are often asked how this fits into 
traditional brand awareness. Brand 
awareness is ‘built in’ to the campaign; 
When you optimise for conversion 
goals, the impression volume and 
brand appearances increase with no 
additional costs to the campaign.

FOCUSSING ON CONVERSION

12% 19% 15%

Campaign Specific MessagingAdwords tra�ic
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7 STEP END-TO-END STRATEGY

Every interaction requires perfection.

Every step is critical to the experience 
and potential engagements.

Each stage along the funnel is 
continually tested and refined to 
deliver the optimum result.

It’s the quality of the lead 
that delivers conversions.

Right: High level view of a 
example campaign process. 

Next Page: Our white paper on the 
7-Step Advertising process in detail 
and Digital Darwinism at work. 

Following Page: Elements of our CPA 
(Cost Per Aquisition) Advertising cycle

Split Testing Di�erent Ad Creatives implemented including Text and Visual

Demographic Audience Targets

Multiple Landing Pages tested based on CTAs.

Leads delivered to Sales team and CRM Database

3%

19%

Pre-Roll & YouTube European Market AU / US MarketGoogle Search

Campaign Strategy

Pipeline & Bookings

Sales Team Sales & BookingsRemarketing

CPA Tracking

The most important result is that this process will define a cost per booking for Panacea.
So based on our model we can tell you exactly what it is going to cost to book your next guest.
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Platform
Targets

Customer
Tra�ic

7 Step Advertising Optimisation

Ads &
Creative

Website
Pages

Conversion
Knowledge

CRM
Precision

Targeting begins by identifying 
demographic groups and user 
profiles on the path to purchase. Split 
tests are performed throughout the 
advertising cycle which provide 
multiple control points. Tracking 
codes are inserted so insights can be 
optimised at each point along 
pathways. All touch-points in the 7 
steps provide controls for 
improvements in conversion costs.

Platform choices are often obvious, 
but we pay particular attention to 
competitive platforms, digital and 
otherwise. Profiling is a core 
component of filtering and split 
testing advertising, targeting users 
geographically, their interests, are 
they a good lead ? Under promise 
here, over deliver down the chain 
provides higher quality and intelligent 
“framed” leads which convert more.

Ad Groups and Profiles are developed 
to further refine the platforms.  Below 
Groups & Profiles, Sub Groups and 
Keywords are used for additional split 
testing. Filtering is also built into ads 
so we purchase better clicks. The 
best performing ads & groups will be 
saved and refined. This is survival of 
the fittest, the darwinism of campaign 
creative. Creative decisions are 
enhanced with data and testing.

Funnel or Landing pages are 
designed and split tested with a 
range of calls to action related to 
user profiling. Phone Calls, Web 
forms and eSales are tracked and 
where possible pushed into CRM 
to close the loop and optimise 
iterative insights. If we don’t have 
an existing module to connect 
legacy CRM APIs, our software 
engineers build them.

O�line and Online sales conversions 
are tracked and learnings filtered 
through the entire process. We 
gather data from all touch points 
including sales teams to provide 
rich insights and clear directions for 
iterative refinement.
Compared to CPA (cost per 
acquisition) and lead costs, we 
report Net Return to provide a clear 
picture of ad and platform success. 

Data is best analysed via CRM 
which reviews the entire path to 
purchase from the ads clicked to 
which specific ad generated the 
sales. Our spend and your other 
agencies (if you still have them) are 
compared via a dashboard to show 
real time comparisons, tracking and 
insights to refine spends and 
provide data assets and profit 
benchmarks for future campaigns. 

Potential
Customers
& Clients

Keywords
Direct
Display

Ad Groups
Keywords
Ads

Funnel Pages
Calls to Action
Forms, Calls, Leads

Sales & Sign-ups
Brand
Engagement

Profile
Insights &
Dashboards

Platform A

Platform B

Platform C

Group 1 a
b

xGroup 2

...

...

Group X

Split
Tests

8%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7%

11%

8%

4%

7%

3%

5%

4%

2%

12%

Online On-Site

Click / SEM / SEO Agencies Web / Creative Agencies

Comparison with &Mine’s In House Services (yes - we also collaborate to fill gaps)

Sales Teams Software Tools

7
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Digital CPA Advertising Cycle

Campaign Creative /1-10
Advertising Filtering /1-5
Keyword Filtering /1-5
Funnel Creation /1-10
Unique Landing Pages /5+
Unique Funnel Forms /2+
Multi-Platform Buys /1+
Social Seeding /1+
Campaign Sequences /2+
Creative Variations /2+
Lead & Goal Creations /5+ 

ZMOT /1-3
Conversion Goal Comparisons /1+
Ad Darwinism /1-5
Visitor Intelligence /1+
Social Sharing /10+
Re-targeting /1
Analytics Response /1-5
Online and O�line CPA /1+
Conversion Reporting /1-3

Ad
Testing

Improvements /1-5
Campaign Changes /1+
Organic Response /2+
ZMOT /1+
Testing & Optimisation /1-5
Campaign Refinement /1-5
Conversion Testing /2+
Platform Comparisons /2+

Initial Research /2-20 
Updates On Demand /1+
Platform(s) Pricing /1-2
Web Searching /1-5
Online PPC Tools / 2
Review Strategies /1-2
Keyword Reporting /1
Industry Averages / 1
Knowledge-Base Review /2
Competitive Opportunities /1-2

RESEARCH ADVERTISE

REFINE CONVERT

1. 2.

3.4.

Keyword
Research

Website
Analysis

Competitors
& Industry

Lead
Sources

PPC
Platforms

Landing Pages
Goal Conversions

Campaign
Strategy

SEO
Response

Platform
Comparisons

Consumer
Pathways

CPA
Analytics

Multivariate
Testing
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REPORTING & TRANSPARENCY

Every Action and Consequence 
needs to be proven.

Google Analytics provides the true 
transparency of any campaign and 
cost per conversion. Everything we 
do is tracked. Whether it’s a video 
play, button click, or actual lead, 
nothing is left to chance or doubt. 

It is only through robust analytical 
process that the campaign can 
positively improve. This is why 
we remain a google adwords and 
analytics certified agency. 

We run parallel tools to research 
competitor budgets and provide 
additional statistical reporting including 
our proprietory attrribution dashboard.

The overall objective is to provide 
data driven proofs to connect the 
dots between your online and 
real world business objectives.



GAME-CHANGING ATTRIBUTION MARKETING

We tie it all together with our realtime dash-boarding software, which benchmarks traffic from multiple channels (including 
online and offline sources) providing insights on how to optimise your current and future campaigns.

Dashboard

Cost Per Acquisition (All Channels)

120

60

0
NowJan 15Jul 14Jul 13 Jan 14

$67

20k

10k

0k

Organic Ecosystem Value 

Total Facebook Twitter Web Retail Transactions EDM Instagram Sales TeamSEM

NowJan 15Jul 14Jul 13 Jan 14

 $15,235
Add Channel
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Pro Tip Examples
Alongside best practice we 
look to push campaigns further 
with ‘hooks’ that engage and 
convert with higher frequency. 
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TIME SENSITIVE ACTION POINTS

Utilising key ‘time on site’ metrics,
we determine when a visitor is ready
to convert and present them with a
quick and easy method to do so.

An attractive side-bar ‘fly-in’
is an example of how to reinforce 
the conversion event.

If the user is not ready to engage, they 
can then diminish the sidebar, and it sits 
quietly at the side until they are ready.

Visitor lands
View Major headline 
& Book Now button.

Shown fly-in bar
After a pre-determined time

(usually after 15 seconds)

Close down sidebar
If they are not ready to 

make a booking.

3

2

1
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CAPTURING NON-CONVERTERS

We understand that not every visitor 
is ready to make a booking.

We try to capture those site 
visitors leaving the site and add 
them to a marketing database.

The minimum goal is to entice them 
to download the Property Brochure in 
exchange for their contact details.

The lost opportunity, becomes 
a sales pipeline opportunity.
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LET’S CUSTOMIZE THE EXPERIENCE

We will split test various customized
one page ‘experience’ landing 
pages for traffic.

Targeting by Geographic and 
Demographic and reinforced by vibrant 
imagery and social proof, we create 
an easy, one click conversion option.
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Collaboration
&Mine
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CLIENTS
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Michael leads his company with the highest standards and is able to deliver on all aspects of 
digital strategy and implementation. It is great working with such a dedicated and competent 
team in this ever changing space and I would highly recommend Michael and his work.

— Stephanie Clayton, Marketing Services Manager at Ego Pharmaceuticals

Metricon recently worked with AndMine on a major online brand promotion. We were impressed with 
AndMine’s thinking from concept stage through to campaign execution. Michael leads a dedicated team 
who delivered to our expectations. We would not hesitate to brief AndMine again on future projects.

— Yvonne Abood, Marketing Manager at Metricon Homes

The AndMine team have been delivering our digital strategy and online services for many 
years now. Strongly commercially aware they know our industry well and have consistently 
delivered winning results for Matchbox. Highlights include; optimising our digital marketing, 
dominating keywords in our space, fully integrating their eDM platform into our POS loyalty 
and of course developing our websites and social brand. We know the AndMine team 
will ensure the many online elements of our business will remain market leading.

— David Cohen, Owner at Matchbox

Michael is the consummate professional. He is smart, creative, knowledgeable and just great to work 
with. I have worked with Michael for over two years and he never let me down once. We have worked 
through some very tight timelines and he has always delivered the highest quality service. Not only is 
Michael professional but he is also a great friend to have in your court. He is balanced in his advice, fair 
in his quotes and has the best twitter feed for all things tech - I highly recommend you follow him and 
also hire him!  

— Clare Smith, General Manager - Brand & Marketing Communications at Sensis

TESTIMONIALS
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His, Hers,
Theirs, Ours,
Yours  
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With


